
Mental Arithmetrc 3 Answers

1 10.0 + 0.2 + 0.05 =

2 fl.60+4=

3 0.47 = hundredths

a (0x9)+8=

s (42-51+Q1 -4)=
6 250+350+400=

7 Round 5.5 to the nearest

8

9

10

11

12

whole number.

r\nd ! ot 21

2lmrn = s

f6.09+ =f800
(Bl +9) -Q4+3)=
10000 - 100 =

1 Write the total of 20,
a decimal.

8

54

1000

6

18

1 35s

1

9900

f 1.91

a 0315,7

b 14:20

a

b

f.1,11

10.25

f0_,40, _

47 hundredths

What decimal fraction of f 1 is

a 10p

b 1p?

Wh ch of these dotted lines is not a

line of reflective symmetry?

The train was due to depart at
3.45 p.m. lt didn't leave until 16 20

How long was it de ayed?

a 4386

b 2891

Katre has 17p and Emma has 25p
t_low -uCh muSt Emn a qrve

Katie so that they each
have the same amount?

] of a class of 24 children
do not own a pet

a What fraction of the class

own a pet?

b How many children own a pet?

SECTION2lTestS

a 438.6

b 28.91

AFm
Max bought a toy car for f 1.50 and
a book f or f|.99. How much change
did hereceivefroma f5 note? fr -:l

a f0.1C

b f0.01

a Find in
I metres the
\ ^^-:^^^r^.-perimeter/,u -

oi the t eld a 500m

b How many
times round
the field
is equal
to 3km? b a

,qano ,* as

7Zp

4

5

7

8

Write these trmes using the
24-hour format

a 3.57 a.m

b 2.20 p.m.

Write as a decimal the number that
is 100 times smaller than 6

Multiply the sum of 7 and 5 by 10.

From f2 ta(e the total of 5Bp,
42p and 36p.

Decrease lOcm by 2Bmm
Give the answer in centimet'es

Wrrte 3L BOOmL to the nearest ]1.

How rnany ce^trr.etres in

a 3.6m

b 2.25m?

Find the cost of 75onrt f I t

costs f0 74

Drvide the product of 14 and 9 by 6.

Arrange these digits to make the
largest possrble odd number.

How many hundredths are there in

a!
bi
,1?

20.39

0.06

120

64p-

7.2cm

41,

360cm

225cm

s4-81

50
10Q

25
'100

75
100

After spending one-quarter of
his money, Thomas had 54p left
How much had he at frrst?

Find the total cost of two packets

of popcorn costLng 35p each and
six lollies costing 1Op each. f , :lil
There are 163 boys at a sports day
and there are37 more girls than boys.
How many children altogether?

Put a decimal point in each of the
numbers so that the value of the
B is B units

35min

The dial shows the
mass of a parcel rn

krlograms and
grams. How many
grams less than

1

Jrkg rs the mass

of the parcel? i:Cf;g

363

11

2110

11

a

b

C

12

5as
b1s

'./

25

4p

c


